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Looking for a Few Good 
Law:yers: USD ·Mock Trial Team 
By Tom Ladegaard 
Sixteen years ago Professor Richard Wharton, a USD gradu-
ate, was asked by the Association of Trial Lawyers of America 
(ATLA) to enter a trial team at the last minute in the Western 
Regional Competition. The students, whom he had selected 
from the hallway, did much more than win the regional competi-
tion ... they placed second in the national competition. 
Since then the team has consistently placed between first and 
third place in various competitions, including -the San Diego 
Defense Lawyers Competition, the Consumer Attorneys of San 
Diego .Competition, the Texas Young ·Lawyers National Trial 
Competition, and the ATLA Competition. Head Coach 
Professor Wharton, who also teaches the Civil Practicum and 
Environmental Clinic, is teamed with Assistant Coach Lisa 
Hillan, another USD graduate. 
Team members are chosen during their second year based on 
their performance in a closing argument competition. Students 
are selected based on their overall presentation skills and their 
ability to present a cogent theory of the case. 
Beginning this year, the top one or two competitors in the · 
Spring ATLA Chapter Intramural Mock Trial Tournament will 
be invited to join the team. The tournament will be held on 
April 5th & 6th. Besides being an alternative forum for making 
the team, the fournament is a strong resume builder. There is no 
writing component for this tort competitim_1, and no outside 
research is allowed, except the Federal Rules of Evidence. 
The mock trial team provides a unique opportunity for stu-
dents to obtain rigorous training in civil litigation. Each student 
typically competes once in the fall and once in the spring. 
Preparation begins six weeks before each competition, and prac-
tice sessions are scheduled four or five days a week, lasting 
·three or four hours. Case materials can exceed two hundred 
pages. Needless to say, this entails a s~bstantial commitment on 
the part of the student. When asked how team member_s are able 
to maintain their substantive courses, Matthew Beran, 3L, says 
efficient study habits and effective use of time are essential. 
The competitions typically end about a month before finals. · 
Beran, who plans on becoming a JAG, already has convictions 
under his belt in military tribunals. 
" Second-year students do not participate as attorneys in the 
competitions, but are present throughout all phases of prepara-
tion and serve as a witness pool. Sam Sherman had the recent 
opportunity to serv~ as a witness for his team, and he said that 
second-year students learn as much as the third-year students 
do. Second-year students are not unlike "red shirts" in college 
sports. 
· Professor Wharton says students should try out because this 
is the best way to learn how to be a trial attorney, for it is like 
being in a flight simulator for two years. There are no prerequi-
sites to join. Past judges have told Wharton that the teams are 
better than 90% or'the licensed practitioners that appear before 
them. Professor Hillan, who was inspired to attend law school 
while serving as a juror, says this is the best thing one could do 
while in school. Besides being a confidence builder, this experi-
ence turns students into competent, employable attorneys as 
soon as they pass the bar. 
· The ATLA competitions are usually tort cases, including 
wrongful death, products liability, and malpractice. They tend 
to be technical iii nature. The competitions are broken down 
into components including: opening statement, direct & cross-
examinations, closing argument, presentation of evidence, and 
objections. Although judges inevitably apply their own subjec-
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The Dean's Corner 
· From the Dean's Comer: 
The University of San Diego is sad to report the death of one of its 
greatest benefactors and friends. Katherin~ M. Pardee died on 
February 17 at her home in Indian Wells, California. She was 69. 
The generosity of Katherine Pardee, along with that of her hus-
band, George, is readily apparent to anyone in the Law School com-
mwiity. Our Legal Research Center which bears the Pardee name is a 
tribute to their commitment and dedication to youth, education, and 
the betterment of society. 
At the dedication ceremonies of the Pardee Legal Research Center 
in 1990, the Pardees were donors of the single largest gift in the histo-
ry of the Law School. Former USD president Author E. Hughes 
expressed the gratitude of the university community for the great gen-
erosity which made the renovation and expansion of the law library 
possible. He stated, "The Pardees reflect the values, the generosity of 
spirit and the leadership qualities the wiiversity strives to instill in 
each of its students." 
Mrs. Pardee will be remembered by a devoted husband, a loving 
fami ly, a grateful Univers ity community, and numerous others as yet 
unknown who will one day come to this campus or pass through the 
doors of the LRC and grow in wisdom and knowledge thanks to the 
special g ifts of a special lady. 
* * * * * 
The Law School is hosting a conference on Professor Bernard 
Siegan's book Property Rights: From Magna Carta to Fourteenth 
Amendment, on Friday, March 15,-2002, in the Grace Courtroom. 
The all-day conference will bring together law professors, judges, and 
constitutional experts for a lively debate and discussion of Professor 
Siegan's book which breaks new ground in our understanding of the 
genesis of property rights in the United Sfates. Siegan conducts an 
1exhaustive exarpination of property rights cases decided by state 
courts between the time of the ratificatjon of the U .. S. Constitution in 
1788 and the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment in 1868. His 
study grapples with the standard interpretation that courts did little in 
the way of protecting property rights in""tlie early years of our nation, 
and provides overwhelming evidence that the American legal system, 
from its mception, bas held property rights and their protection in the 
highest regard. 
The Law School Institute for Law and Philosophy is presenting a 
Public Lecture on We9nesday, April 17, by Allen Buchanan, Professor 
of Philosophy at the University of Arizona and Fellow at the National 
Humanities Center in North Carolina. Professor Buchanan will speak 
on ethlcs in the war on terrorism. Public lectures are just one forum 
of this Law Institute which was established by the USD School of 
Law to encourage debate among legal scholars and to increase aware-
ness of legal theory within the legal and academic communities. 
Lectures, judicial seminars, and academic roundtables provide varied 
fora for scholars, practitioners, academics, and law students to meet · 
and discuss topics in law and philosophy. 
Watch for detailed information abot1t these and other events. 
Dean Daniel B. Rodriguez 
Give a Day, Make the Dean Pay! 
Loan Repayment Assistance Program Fundraiser held 
March 11th - 15th 
·. 
Remember when you applied to law school? You wrote a per-
sonal statement that said something akin to, "I want to make the 
world a more just place for the little people." Then reality set in. 
You learned that parking tickets are rarely reversed on appeal and 
the books you need are almost never the ones with the "used" 
sticker on' it. Somewhere along .the way, you realized that if you 
want to have a reasonable lifestyle that includes such luxuries as 
oh ... let's say eating, that money does matter. 
Despite these realities, there are students who leave USD and 
pursue their original passions, all for whopping average salaries of 
$38,500. They are public interest attorneys. Public interest attor-
neys work to empower the underrepresented and advance responsi-
ble public policies. They work in areas such as environmental law, _ 
immigration law and child advocacy law. 
Public interest attorneys are in desperate need of funds to help 
defray the crushing debt of law school loans. ·The Public Interest 
Law.Foundation (PILF) works every year to take a little bit of the 
bite out of this difficult situation that many USD alums are in by 
raising money for the Loan Repayment Assistance Program 
(LRAP). LRAP grants are awarded to USD alums with more than 
$48K in debt and salaries of less than $40K. 
·The annual LRAP fundraiser will be held from Monday, March 
11th through Friday, March 15th. A donation can be made at a 
LRAP tab!~ set up in the main lobby of the law school. Students, 
faculty and staff are encouraged to give generously a,nd help 
defray the loan debt ofUSD alums who are working hard for low 
salaries. If the wann glow of giving isn' t enough to convince you 
that this is a worthy cause, perhaps the fantastic prizes for the 
highest donations each day will. 
Last ye·ar, the generous contributions of faculty, staff, and stu-
dents gener~ted over $15,000. Dean Rodriguez graciously 
matched these funds, thus raising the annual total to over $30,000. 
Due to this generosity, three recent alumni were awarded grants, . 
totaling almost $15,000. The Dean has again pledged to match 
donations made to LRAP during the weeklong "Give a Day, Make 
the Dean Pay" fundraiser. 
Yo~ support goes much further than the actual money that you 
contribute. It sends a.message to your classmates, your professors 
and the administration that you value the work qf USD alums. 
Please give generously and help make a difference for USD alums 
who are doing valuable legal work that benefits society. 
PageJ MOTION& March 2CXJ2 
FINANCIAL A.ID UPDATE 
. . 
Are you a 1st or 2nd year law sttident who is currently receiving Financial Aid - scholarships, grants, loans, 
or workstudy, and are you planning on needing this financial aid for next year (Summer 2002 - Spring 2003)? · 
If yes, have you filed both the FAFSA and the USD Institutional Financial Aid Applications for 2002-2003? 
If no, contact the Financial Aid Office immediately because March 1, 2002 was the priority date!!! 
Summer qff-Campus Federal Workstudy and Summer Community Service Grants 
Summer Off-Campus Federal Workstudy and Summer Community Service Grant applications were put in 
your student mailbox. The applications must be submitted by April 5, 2002. For additional applications or 
information, contact the Financial Aid Office. 
Are Graduating in May? 
All graduating students who receive.d loan assistance at any time while in attendance at USD School of Law 
are -required by Federal regulation to_ complete and attend an Exit Counseling_ session. The entire program is 
approximately one hour in length. The times and dates are as follows: 
Monday, April · 15, .2002 
9:00 a.m. Warren Hall, Room ·2A 
11 :00 a.m. Warren Hall, Room 2A 
Tuesday, April 16, 2002 
10:.00 a~m. Warren .Hall. Room 3B · 
12:00 p.m. Warren Hall. Room 3B 
4:00 p.m. Warren Hall, Room 3B · 
Wednesday, April 17, 2002 . 
9:00 a.m. Warren Hall, Room 3B 
12:00 p.m. Warren Hall, Room 3-B 
. . . 
... .. ... ... .... - -
Please sign up in the Office of Financial Aid (Warren Hall 203) or call 619-260-4570. 
"Can I afford not to take that job" Workshop: 
In cooperation with USD 's Career Services office and a prominent speaker on career management, the 
Financial Aid Office is pleased to sponsor a lively_presentation on where to live, work and lifestyle transitions 
once you pass the bar!! Food will be provided. Please sign up now in the Financial Aid Office. The dates 
and tin1es are as follows: 
Tuesday, April 23, 2002 
Wednesday; April 24, 2002 
Admissions 
12:00- 1:00 Warren Hall, Room 3B 
12:00 - 1 :00 Warren Hall, Room 3B 
~ainpus Visit Days 2002 . 
' . . 
Help the Admissions Office bring in the Class of2002-by being.available for admitted students·during the . 
2002 Campus Visit Days. Various areas to volunteer include: Continental J?reakfast Mingling (8:30a.1n. -
9:00a.m.), Ca1npus Tour Guide (so1netime between 9 :00a.m. and 11 :JOa.m:), and Roon: Escori/L unch 
Mingling (11 :50a.1n. - 1 :'oop.n1.). Volunteers are. ne~ded for _the ~allowing C~mpus Visit Days: 
Monday, March 1.8 
Monday, April _8 
Monday, Apri122 
Volunteer Sign-up forms are available in the Admissions Office or contact Trish Hodny at. 
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SPRING 2002 FINAL EXAMS 
USO SCHOOL OF LAW FINAL EXAM SCHEDl!LE SPRING SEMESTER 2002 (As of 2/28/2002) 
DAY DATE TIME COURSE ID COURSE . PROFESSOR WRITING ROOM 
Tuesday February 5, 2002 -8:00am 381A01 Fun Rghts in Europe Scoffoni 
Monday March 5; 2002 1:15pm 987A01 Valuation -Laro 
Friday March 15, 2002 8:30am 104A01 Acct Securit ies Lwyr ·Devitt 
Thursday April 25, 2002 5:00pm 707A01 School of Law Kemerer 
Monday May 6, 20.02 9:00am 060A01 Criminal Procedure I Kamisar 
Monday May6, 2002 9:00am · 185A01 Bankruptcy Wiggins, M.J. 
Monday May 6, 2002 1 :30pm 110A01 Administrative Law Rappaport 
Monday May 6, 2002 1:30pm 244A01 Complex Litigation Schulman 
Monday May6, 2002 1:30pm 511A01 Judicial Lawmaking Ursin 
.. 
Monday May 6, 2002 6:00pm 290E01 Crim.Procedure II Huffman 
Monday May 6, 2002 6:00pm 753E01 UCC:Sales Speidel 
Monday May 6, 2002 6:00pm 925E01 Estate Planning Lilly 
Tuesday May 7, 2002 9:00am 010A01 Civi l Procedure A Martin 
Tuesday May 7, 2002 9:00am · · 010B01 Civil. Procedure B Brooks 
Tuesday May 7, 2002 9:00am 010C01 Civil Procedure C Bratton 
Tuesday May 7, 2002 1:30pm 215A01 Civil Rts. Litigation Budd 
Tuesday May 7, 2002 1:30pm 680A01 Remedies Kelly 
Tuesday M~y 7, 2002 6:00pm 275E01 Corporations E ' Dessent 
Tuesday May 7, 2002 6:00pm 975E01 Tax Litigation Carpenter 
Wednesday Maye. 2002 9:00am 090A01 
< Tax I Snyder 
Wednesday May 8; 2002 9:00am 330A01 Employ. Discrimination Sullivan 
Wednesday May 8, 2002 9:00am 655A01 Public lnt'I. Law Schwarzsch ild 
Wednesday May 8, 2002 1:30pm 055A01 · Constitutional Law A Zacharias 
Wednesday May 8, 2002 1:30pm 080801 Prof. Responsibil ity A Hartwell 
Wednesday May 8, 2002 1:30pm 351A01 Envirnmtl. Law Seminar Mulliken 
Wednesday May 8, 2002 6:00pm 188E01 Biotechnology Law Fuller/ Altman 
Wednesday May 8, 2002 6:00pm 904E01 Adv. Corp. Tax Problems Shaw 
Thu~sday May 9, 2002 9:00am 040A01 Torts A Nolan 
Thursday May 9, 2002 9:00am 040801 Torts B. Ursin 
Thursday May 9, 2002 9:00am 040C01 Torts C Wonnell 
DAY DATE TIME COURSE ID COURSE PRQFESSOR 
Thursday May9, 2002 1 :30pm 080B01 Prof. Responsibility B Zacharias 
Thursday May 9, 2002 1:30pm 354A01 Contemp/Toxic Torts Nolan_ 
Thursday · May 9, 2002 1 :30pm . 538A01 Law & Economics 
' Wonnell 
Thursday May 9, 2002 1 :30pm 653A01 Public Int. Law/Practice Fellmeth 
Thursday May 9, 2002 6:00pm 040E01 Torts E Heriot 
Thursday May 9, 2002 6:00pm 380E01 · Federal Jurisdiction Bratton 
Friday May 10, 2002 9:00am 267A01 Copyright Law Abbati/ Albert 
Friday May 10, 2002 9:00am 275A01 Corporations A Dallas 
Friday May 10, 2002 9:00am 480A01 International Tax Planning Pugh 
Friday May 10, 2002 1:30pm 459A01 Intl. Criminal Law/Hum.Rt. Pugh 
Friday May 10, 2002 1:30pm 525A01 Labor Law Wolds 
Friday . May 10, 2002 1 :30pm 668A01 Real Estate Finance Raus hen bush '·'\ 
Saturday May 11, 2002 9:00am 070E01 Evidence Devitt 
Saturday May 11 , 2002 9:00am 745A01 Trusts & Estates A Spearman 
Saturday May 11, 2002 9:00am 940E01 Inc.Tax Trust/Estate Harris 
Monday May 13, 2002 9:00am 055B01 Constitutional Law B 
. Alexander 
Monday May 13, 2002 1:30pm 712A01 Securities Regulations Prakash 
Monday May 13, 2002 6:00pm 720E01 Sports Law Adler 
Monday May 13, 2002 6:00pm 745E01 Trusts & Estates E McCo~h 
P!J8e 5 MOTION8 
Tuesday May 14, 2002 9:00am 020A01 Contracts A Smith 
Tuesday May 14, 2002 .9:00am· 020B01 Contracts B Kelly 
Tuesday May 14, 2002 . 9:00am 020C01 Contracts C Claus 
Tuesday May 14, 2002 6:00pm 021E01 Contracts E Wonnell 
Tuesday May 14, 2002 6:00pm 050E01 Civil Procedure Heiser 
Wednesday May 15, 2002 . 1:30pm 055C01 · Constitutional Law C Siegan 
Thursday May 16, 2002 9:00am 030A01 . Property A Minan 
Thursday May 16, 2002 9:00am 030B01 Property B Alspaugh 
Thursday May 16, 2002 9:00am 030C01 Property C Wiggins, M.J. 
Thursday May 16, 2002 6:00pm 030E01 Property E Sherwin 
Th·ursday May 16, 2002 6:00pm 055E01 Constitutional Law E Schwarzschild 













Requests for Spring ·20·02 .Exam Accommodations Are Due 
· in Records by 
. . 
FRIDAY, .. 22 MARCH~ NO EXCEPTIONS 
Included: 
*Exam conflicts (two exams on the same day or following each other) 
* Typing on your· ·own typewriter · 
* Using So ff est on your laptop computer 
* Disabilities 
* F o_reign Language (for some LLM C students) 
LAPTOP USERS WHO WANT TO USE SOFTEST 
Those Who Qualified to Use Soffest in Fall 2001 (whether Sqffest was used or not) 
* Submit Request to Records by FRIDAY, 22 MARCH - NO EXCEPTIONS 
All Other Laptop Users Who Want to.Use Soffest 
1. Link to http://www.examsoft.com/ . .. 
2. Read and.follow all steps in the "Download and Registration Process" · 
section of http://www.examsoft.com/ CAREFULLY AND COMPLETELY. 
3. Technical questions, if not in FAQ above: support@examsoft.com 
4. Confirm that your copy of the software is .registered and that you are 
qualified. to use Soffest by WEDNESDAY, 20 MARCH. 
5 ... Submit Request for Accommodation to Records by 
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EDITORIALS 
Where Were· th.e Lawyers? 
A perspective · on Enron 
' 
By Watson Branch 
· Section-Editor 
Over a decade before the Fall of Enron, in another celebrated example of the cor-
porate greed and overreaching that have become the hallmarks of American capital-
ism, federal Judge Stanley Sporkin, presiding over the Lincoln Savings & Loan · 
Association ca:s.e, asked some disturbing questions about the role of lawyers in the 
S&L debacle. 
The head of Lincoln, Charles H. Keating, Jr. , had testified that his strong inten~ 
tion to do the "right thing" had caused him to surround himself with scores of 
lawyers and accountants to make sure all transactions were legal. This prompted 
Judge Sporkin to ask, -
Where were these professionals, a number of whom are now asserting their rights 
under the Fifth Amendment, when these clearly improper transactions were being 
consummated? 
Why didn 't any of them speak up ·or disassociate themselves from the transac-
~ns? . 
Where also were the outside accountants and attorneys when these .transactions 
were effectuated? 
Judge Sporkin found it difficult to understand why, with all this professional tal-
ent involved, "at least one professional would not have blown the whistle to stop the 
overreaching that took place in this case." 
Exactly the same concerns can be expressed today about the role of lawyers in 
the Enron collapse. And the answers· to Judge Sporkin's questions expose a moral 
void that seems to lie at the heart of legal training and the legal profession. 
The Best and the Brightest 
What better example of the problem than the lawyer whom Keating hired to 
defend Lincoln against the government's thrift regulators who wanted to examine the 
S&L. Here was a magna cum !au.de graduate of Harvard Law School, a former clerk 
for Justice Brennan, a·man who had also been deputy secretary general of the Peace 
Corps and a campaign aide to Bobby Kennedy, and who had risen to the top of a big 
New York City law firm. Yet, as Steve France pointed out in a 1991 article in the 
ABA Journal, this lawyer transformed the oversight process into an adversarial bat-
tle, marshiilling troops of attorneys to impede the government's investigation, thre.at-
ening to sue the regulators, and in effect allowing Keating to control the S&L for 
two years after the regulators had recommended it be taken over: 
The criticism of this behavior was widesp~ead among public interest groups, but 
this man's law partner defended hini, saying that his standard was the standard of all 
lawyers. What he did "was what lawyers should do. It was what he was supposed 
to do, what society expects lawyers to do - help his client." 
"Help his client." Is this, with the emendation of"his" to "his or her," to be the 
guiding principle for lawyers, especially those who have corporations and other enti-
ties as clients? Perhaps so, or at least that could be inferred from an examination of 
Rule 1.13 of the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct, "Organization as 
Client." ·under this provision, a lawyer who "knows" that someone associated with 
the organization is acting in a manner that is a violation of a legal obligation " to the 
organization" or a violation of law "that might be imputed to the organization" A:tJD 
is likely to result in substantial injury "to the organization," such a laWyer "shall pro-
ceed as is reasonably necessary in the best interest of the organization." (Emphasis . 
added.) The Rule outlines the allowable measures the lawyer may take,. but any of . 
them "shall be designed to minimize disruption of the organization and the risk of . 
revealing information relating to the representation to persons outside the organiza-
tion." 
Who are such "persons"? The government's thrift regulators in the Lincoln S&L 
case? Or the S.E.C. or Members of Congress (to say nothing of present or potential 
shareholders) in the Enron situation? It appears that Keating's attorney served him 
well and very professionally, and the same may be.said of the 245 lawyers in 
Enron 's internal law office and those who worked on the Enron matter for the 
Houston firm of Vinson & Elkins. 
Protecting the Client's Interests 
Of c9urse under Rule l .13, if the organization's lawyer cannot convince its 
authorities, including the highest (Charles Keating or Ken Lay, for example), to 
refrain from an act that is "clearly a viOlation of law ·and is likely to result in sub-
stantial injury to the organization, the lawyer may resign" (emphasis added), but only 
in accordance with Rule 1.16, under which he or she is required to take steps to 
"protect the client's interests," Not much room for effective whistleblowing here. 
But who would want to resign from Enron? A cadie of 145 lawyers worked in 
Enron's Houston office, lured there, according to heads of the city's law firms, by 
competitive pay combined with stock options. In Houston, the starting pay in the 
big firms is about $ 110,000, and, before things fe ll apart, the offer of stock options 
in a growing company made Enron particularly attractive. Did any one of those 145 
lawyers who happened to be aware of the questionable practices at Enron ever resign 
or even raise obj ections concerning the behavior of the officials in charge of the 
company? Not that we know of. 
The record of Vinson & Elkins, hired to look into the financial irregularities 
~lleged by Enron VP Sherron Watkins, a trained accountant, is no better. In fact, in a 
Forbes article by Dan Ackman, their investigation is characterized as appearing 
" worthy of Inspector Cloµseau." V &E chose to limit its own investigation by decid-
ing not to second-guess the accounting advice from Arthur Anderson, a decision that 
greatly diminished the chances of discover ing misdeeds. Ackman quotes University 
of Cihcinnati law professor Jack Chin as saying, "The probl~m may be this type of 
law practice: management hiring lawyers to investigate management. Bul ldog_ 
investigators who issue hard-hitting reports are not going to get a ·lot of business." 
No wonder, theJJ, that V &E failed to ask hard questions or to interview important 
witnesses or to make un_pleasant recommendations. After all, in 2000 V &E billed 
Enron between $27 million ·and $30 million for its services to the organization. Any 
rigorous, honest, comprehens ive report by V&E might offend the officers at Enron, 
and they could quickly put an end to all those billable hours. 
The Lesson Not Learned 
At the close of his "Conclusions of Law" in Lincoln, Judge. Sporkin wrote, " One 
of the great attributes of this nation is it learns from its mistakes. It is clear that this 
case should provide all of us with a very valuable learning experience. If the lessons 
are learned well, we will have gone a long way in preventing these abusive activities 
from recurring in the future." It does not appear that we have learned all that much 
in the intervening decade. Another large corpor-ate enterprise has gone down in dis-
grace, thanks to deceitful practices of the people at the top. And when such a corpo-
ration falls, it takes down with it those who had placed trust in the organization, 
whether as depositors or shareholders or employees (or as taxpayers, left to clean up 
the mess). And again we might ask, " Where were the lawyers?" 
Got an opinion? 
Agree/disagree.with one of the 
9pinion writers? 
Let us know! 
Write us at MOTIONS by drop-
ping off a letter or artic'e in the 
MOTIONS box next to student 
mailboxes or email us at 
motions@sandiego.edu. 
You can also ·reach us 'through the 
editor at cpangan@sandiego.edu 
.. 
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OPINION 
PETA &AIQaeda? 
By Tom Ladegaard 
Section Editor 
that the only way to make industry pay attention is 
to. hit it in the pocketbook, by destroying property. 
ELF and its "elves" have managed to elude law 
Richard Bennan; the executive director of the· e~forcement, despite claiming responsibility for 67 
Center for Consumer Freedom_, testified before a acts of ecoterrorism last year. . Craig Rosebraugh, 
congressional subcommittee that.the government ELF's spokesperson, when subpoenaed to testify 
should wage war against ''ecoterrorism" the same before the-subcommittee, took the Fifth Amendment. 
way it has waged war against Al-Qaeda - by cut-. Noting that only victims of ecoterrorism and law 
ting off its financial support. Bennan maintained enforcement-were included at the hearing, and no 
that People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals environmental groups were present, ELF cites this as 
(PETA) has been providing financial support for eyidence that the government serves corporations, 
~mch "terrorists." not the people. 
(Disclaimer: I am limiting the scope of this arti- ELF.is considered an outlaw not only by its vic-
cle because every sourc~ I have encountered has tims and law enforcement, but.also by other environ-
yielded ten. To prevent having to write a treatise on mental gi:oups. I believe that ELF has only been 
enviro~entalism, many viewpoints and fundamen- s~ccessful in shooting its own mission in the foot, 
tals have to be teft out.' In other words, I don't want -an.d in creating further division in a movement that 
to begin this article with the first Earth Day in desperately needs unity._ Environmentalists, who 
1970 ... ) were once branded as hippies and tree-buggers, have 
"If you build it, we will bum it." This message come a long way in· establishing legitimacy. When 
was painfed in red on one of many homes that were the public speaks out, legislation and initiatives are 
blown up on Long Island last year. The Earth passed, and lawsuits are filed, progress is made. 
Liberation Front (ELF) proclaims tha,t it will not tol- When a well-intentioned environmental organization 
erate destruction of the environment, and proudly, becomes frustrated and starts blowing things up, • 
accepts responsibility for the explosion. The target- environmentalism and ~errorism become one in the 
ed homes were being built on a former peach farm, eyes of the government. 
an area ELF claimed was environmentally sensitive. Environmentalism and terrorism, I thee wed. 
ELF also claimed responsibility for .arson at the.Vail ·Webster's Dictionary defines terrorism as "the use of 
ski resort in 1998, an opposition to its expansion · force or threats to intimidate, especially as a political 
attempts. The homepage ofELF 's webs.ite shows a policy." Here, ELF is clearly using force, and it has 
picture of a burning building at night, in what sent threats to many a logger. ]ts policy is clear, it is 
appears to be a snowy mountainside. The ·caption an anti-capitalist call to re-prioritize the environment 
·reads, "Every Night is Eartq Night." over economics. To complete the IRAC, this. is ter-
Frustrated.by Earth First!'s unwillingness.to rorism. The policy I don't disagree with. My land 
. resort to crime to protect the environment, a few ethic is simple: there is tension between the en vi-
members broke off and formed ELF. They believe. ronment and economics. I believe that the environ-
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ment must come first because if it is ruined, there 
can be no such thing as economics. I agree with the 
objectives but I disagree with the means. I wonder 
ifthe founcJ.ers of ELF took Fight Club a little to 
seriously? · 
On the other hand, I find ELF's counterpart, the 
_ Center for Consumer Freedom, equally suspect. 
When I. visited www.consumerfreedom.com the"first 
thing I noticed was the dot com! They maintain_ an 
· impressive website full of right \,Ving propaganda 
that would make Rush Limbaugh squeamish~ They 
perceive every attack on corporate America as a · 
libelous affront on "the public's right to a full menu 
of dining and entertainment choices." Yes, you read 
correcdy. All of the website's contents are one-sided 
and sarcastic refutations of any criticism that has 
.been made about the food and beverage industry. 
The website is run by an association of restaurant 
· and tavern owners! And they were called to testify 
before ·congress against .ecoterrorism! If you want a· 
good laugh, and enjoy reading between the lines of 
public relations propaganda, !'highly recommend 
visiting their. website. 
To conclude, I ani saddened that some environ- . 
mentalists feel they must resort to violence, because 
when they do so, they really are no more than terror-
ists: True, they have not yet physically injured one 
human being; but that-might be only a matter of 
time. (I wonder if the leader is a schizo"phrenic like 
in Fight Club?) On the other hand, _we should hesi-
tate, to jump to conclusions about anything, even 
"ecoterrorists," especially when infonnation is taint-
ed with financial interest. 
Letters Send letters/opinion articles to MOTIONS at motions@sandiego.edu. Constant struggle for parking 
There should be 
'DARKNESS AT 
GUANTANAMO BAY': 
An Editodal Response , 
By Brian Lawler 
If one believes our esteemed colleague Mr. Branch and 
other critics of the War on Terrorism, the conduct of the U.S. 
military holding the Al-Qaeda and Taliban prisoners at Camp 
X-Ray in Cuba should be open to public view. and, inherently, 
scrutiny. This opinion is shared by many and is based in large 
part on the media showing the public some pictures of a few 
prisoners (or detainees) in various levels of detention at the 
hands of their guards. They are shackled, handcuffed, blind-
folded and placed on their knees, as Mr. Branch correctly has 
observed. No one disputes this. So the only comment I have 
in response to this position is, "So what?~' They are in captivi~ 
ty for hostile acts against the United States ana present a dan-
ger to their captors if not secured. No one is suggesting that 
they are being starved, beaten, or otherwise mistreated so 
where is the issue? 
Do the critics of our handling of the prisoners in Cuba and 
the war in Afghanistan truly expect -that every action undertak-
en by the U.S. military during a time of war will be made pub-
lic? One wonders if the tenn "national security" has lost its 
meaning when the advocates of free speech and the "public's 
right to know" begin trumpeting their horns and claiming that 
the military left unchecked will run amok and take over the -
world. There are defined goals in both the theater of opera-
tions and at the detainment facility in Cuba that have been · 
adhered to from the beginning of this conflict. The public 
need only know that they' are being accomplished, not the spe-
cific m~ers in which they are carried out. I respectfully dis-
agree with Mr. Branch's char!cterization of the 
Administration's "appalling arrogance" arid "half-truths and 
double talk" and inste~d suggest that the government is han-
dling this exactly as it should be by giving out just the right 
amount of in'fonnation to keep the people inforined ... to a 
point. · 
Geneva Convention, "prisoner of war," "unlawful combat-
ants" and "detainee" are terms that cloud the issue and hide the 
one fact that U.S. military forces in a combat situation cap-
tufed and detained these terrorists before they could bring 
more h~ to American citizens. Under what guise do we 
"owe" them anything? Morality? Ask the families of the 
nearly three thousand dead in the attacks of September 11th if 
we have a moral duty to coddle the prisoners captured during 
the war on terrorism. Legality? N() one has proven the illegal-
ity or really questioned the legality of the detainments, but 
rather the manner i~ which the prisoners are held. Their fun-
damental rights have not been taken away from them. They 
are living and breathing. One cannot say the same for the 
thousands in New York and Washington, D.C. 
-Isn't it about time we let the military and intelligence agen-
cies do what they are trained to do and run 'their show wiQJ.out 
undufl criticism and. complaints from those who would seek to 
undennine their efforts .with unnecessary pleas for humanity 
and justice? This is justice. In its simplest, most effective 
, fonn, justice is being served by these peqple being in captivity. 
I just hope we have room for the rest ofthe.m. 
Is there anything that can be done 
about parking?!- It seems that this has 
always been a problem, yet nothing is 
· being done. 
If some buildings have reserved · 
parking, why can't the law school? 
Why can't the law school parking 
lot be reserved for those in the law 
school building? It is absolutely 
ridiculous that.we pay money for a 
parking permit that rarely 'geµ> used 
oilc'e undergrad students begin·classes. 
How many times have I either 
parked across the street or simply 
given up on going to a class because I 
could not find parking? 
In my time here at USD, the park-
ing situation has become progressively 
worse each year. Warren Hall should 
have its own parking lot (like Caminos 
and Founders). Maybe then more of 
us would go. to -class or get there on 
time. So~e of us have jobs that don't 
allow us to come to school at the 
leisurely hour of 7am just to get a 
spot. 
- Disgruntled law student 
-
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The Importance· of Being-Earnest: 
The Impact of Meaning What You Say 
" ... What do you call ten thousand lawyers at the bot-
tom of the sea ... A good start" 
By Rhonda Moore 
Section Editor 
Have you ever left some little detail out of a story 
because it portrayed a less than flattering image of 
yourself? Fudged a deadline? "Borrowed" work from 
someone else? Kept a secret from someone you con-
sidered a friend? Told a secret after being sworn to 
secrecy? How about telling a little white lie to spare 
someone's feelings? Has that lapse ever come back to 
haunt you? Made a promise that you failed to keep? 
,Ever desperately needed to ask that very same person 
for a favor later? What are the chances of them help-
ing you out of your jam? When was the last time you 
actually considered the words coming out of your 
mouth? And how long do you think people will 
remember them? 
One of the. most puzzling issues of our time is soci-
ety's attitude toward truth and lying. Not too long ago, 
answering yes to too many of the questions posed 
above could cause a person to question your integrity. 
At the very least, it removed any leeway you had to 
make a mistake. But somewhere between 19.62 and 
2002, the appearance of correctness became more 
. important than actually being correct. Many fonns of 
lying are no longer categorized under the heading of 
falsehoods. Political "correctness" and "spinning'.' are 
part of the social interaction standard among lawyers, 
politicians, activist judges, media, as well as the public 
at large. As Jong a5 everything looks okay, the lie is 
not considered 4J,sidious or m·aJevolent. People accept 
the lie as necessary and cast few disparaging remarks 
or looks in the direction of the . .. storyteller. Everyone 
always wants to say· Qiings nicely, be inoffensive and 
polite regardless of what they truly feel or think. Yet 
no one seems willing to deal with the consequences of 
choosing to live this way; no seems willing to deal 
with the truth. 
The truth is, we lie to be nice, we lie to avoid trou-. 
ble, we lie to spare feelings, we lie· to hide misdeeds, 
we lie to delude ourselves, and we lie simply because 
we can. We lie and lie and lie and lie-until eventually 
even the person telling the lie forgets it is not the truth. 
As a result, no one's word has the strength it once did. 
Promises are easily made and just as easily broken. 
People believe that to successfully compete in this 
rapidly changing world full of conflicts, duplicity, and 
half-truths, they must either learn the new rules of self-
pr<_>tectjon in the social game of manipulative interac-
tion or become losers. When people are headlong in 
pursu!t of a goal, they tend to get tllnnel vision; as a 
result, people manipulate others. According to many 
psychologists and sociologists, adapting through 
deception, particularly in crisis, is part.~f our animal 
Cow Case 
heritage. Our thought processes, protective of our 
emotions and self-image, are perfectly suitable for the 
task of lying. If lying is never addressed at all, people 
function without a clear sense of truth and falsehood, 
and eventually lose all understanding of the importance 
of honesty in personal and social relationships. 
Duplicity and lying are intentional misrepresenta-
tions of reality. Telling a lie is a very effective means 
of controlling not only the people around you, but their 
view of the world around them as well. Your words 
and actions shape their perception. Adults control their 
children by lying. Withholdirig ·infonnation they 
believe to be harmful or in conflict with what they per-
sonally believe. Sometimes, loving parents choose to 
tell their children out-right lies rather than face the dif-
ficulties the truth. creates. Thousands of dollars are 
spent every year by people trying to reassemble their 
lives in the wake of long-kept secrets and half-truths 
once buried coming to light. Finding out one's entire 
life is based on a lie can easily devastate even the 
strongest person. 
The government controls its citizens by shaping not 
only their current perception of the world through tele-
vision, books, magazines and newspapers but by vigor-
ously controlling the information widely available 
through education. How we .see ourselves and our 
place in the world depends upon the words_ of others. 
Because honesty is so essential to society, being caught 
in a lie - especially a lie that impacts others - used 
to be something squarely avoided. An entire genera-
tion of American youth protested vigorou;ly for what 
they believed - that all people were entitled to the 
unadulterated truth from the federal government about · 
its actions abroad and among its own people. Their 
efforts led to the passing of bills like the Freedom of 
Information Act making it possible for any concerned 
individual to obtain files and answe.rs throughout ~ll 
levels of society. 
Politicians spend unsightly amounts of time and 
money rabidly maintaining a pleasing public image 
because even the hint of impropriety is enough to bring 
down their house of cards. We expect a certain level ·of 
decorum from our public figures, but hardly hold them 
responsible for their misdeeds unless the discovery of · 
their "sin" is too public to brush aside. The more the 
line between truth and falseh<;>od blurs, the less the 
stigma of telling a lie is automatically associated with 
deceit and untrustworthiness. Tel.ling a lie is punished 
less severely (or not at all) than getting caught in a lie. 
The golden rule is. "tell the same lie twent)'. years from 
now that you tell today and ever)tthing will work out 
fine." 
As lawyers, being taken at one's word is imperative 
not only to a lucrative and long lasting career but also 
to one free of continuous meetings with the ethics 
board. As a law student, being a person of your word 
not only reflects on your trustworthiness among your 
Joke Corner A big-city lawyer was representing the railroad in a lawsuit filed by an old rancher. The rancher'~ prize bull was missing from the 
section through which the railroad passed. The rancher only want-
ed to be paid the fair value of the bull. 
;c._ 
C9u. CBse 
The following is Yet 
another lawyer joke. 
The case was scheduled to be tried before the justice of the peace 
in the back room of the general store. 
The attorney for the railroad immediately cornered the rancher and 
tried to get him to settle out of court. The lawyer did his best sell-
ing job, and finally the rancher agreed to take half of what he was 
asking. 
After the rancher had signed the release and took the check, the 
young lawyer couldn't resist gloating a little over his success, 
telling the rancher, "You know, I hate to tell you this, old man, but 
I put one over on you in there. I couldn't have won the case. The 
engineer was asleep and the fireman was in the caboose when the 
train went through your ranch that morning. i didn't have one wit-
ness to put on the stand. I bluffed you!" 
The old rancher replied, "Well, I'll tell you, young feller, I was a 
little worried about winning that case myself, because that durned 
bull came home this morning." 
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peers, but fonnulates the basis of the reputation you 
. will carry with you into practice. With very little effort 
anyone with a computer and Internet access can find 
more than 8000 articles, polls, reports and surveys 
directly relating to the rising number of suits and ethi-
cal sanctions filed against lawyers for malpractice 
through fraud. There are more than 500 joke cites 
totally dedicated to bashing lawyers, judges and politi-
cians. In tlie court of public opinion, all lawyers fit the 
description of a liar. The public image of lawyers has 
never been very flattering but in recent history the 
charact_erization of lawyers as "oily, greedy ambulance 
chasers'~ seems less cartoonish and more like a descrip-
tive phrase. 
What do you do if your lack of credibility begins to 
hinder your ability to represent clients to the best of 
your ability? Which is easier, changing someone's 
opinion about what kind of person you are or putting 
out an oil fire in the middle of the ocean? Which 
would you rather try? Once someone doubts you, they 
will doubt you forever. Because of the nature of our 
society, that person is hardly likely to keep their opin-
ion to themselves. ·You may have a very different repu-
tation in the community than you believe. When 
exactly do you think it was formed? The first time you 
were caught in the act, or the tenth? People do not for: 
get what they hear about other people, especially if it is 
bad. 
As lawyers, it only takes one case to set your image 
in the legal community. If you renege on deals, show 
up late, come unprepared, depend more on your per-
sonality than your work, it will not take long before the 
adjective "shady" features prominently in the words 
your colleagues used to discuss you. Whether you 
believe it or not; your work is not always what fonns 
your professional reputation. Drinking too much in 
public, makirrg one too may off-color jokes, treating 
someone badly or dating just a little too "freely" 
among your colleagues is the fast and·dirty way to 
destroy your reputation in and 'out of the courtroom. 
There are times when the better part of valor is not 
telling a lie but keeping your mouth shut. When you 
are doing business think twic~, speak once. You will 
be surprised at the effect it has. People will see you as 
solid instead of"slick". Suddenly your words carry . 
weight. People pay attention when you speak. Being 
an honest and diligent attorney does not automatically 
put an end to any chance you may have of becoming _ 
prominent and influential. People want someone to 
stand up for them. They do not want their image tar-
nished by their choice of representation. If you want to 
be flashy, buy a nice watch. If you want to be a first-
rate attorney, build a solid reputation. Then the laWyer 
jokes won't sound so personal. 
,, 
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News from the LRC 
GOLF: 
.................................. , ....... . 
The law school recently added a wireless hub in the Writs. 
Students who purchase a wireless card can connect to the 
Internet without plugging.into a data jack. The bookstore sells 
these wireless cards as well as the traditional Ethernet cards. 
If you have questions about purchasing cards .or configuring 
your machine, please stop by El~ctronic Services in the 
Legal Research Center and speak with Owen or Robert. 
**************************************** *** 
Financial Aid forms are almost as much a rite of spring as 
tiling taxes. Be sure to keep in mind you can quickly access 
t!Je FAFSA Internet s ite. on the Legal Research Center's lab 
computers. It is a selection under the " Research" desktop 
icon. Again, contact Robert or Owen if you have 
questions at 260-4759. 
The International Dispute Resolver? 
By John Adkins 
Head of Public Services, Legal Research Center 
As Joanna Weiss wrote recently about getting the leaders of countries . N 
to end their conflicts: "If only sending the two sides off on a golf course . 
. . would work, the world would be a much more bearable place." (From 
"It's time already, it seems, to look back at Generation X," Boston Globe, 
page g5, 2/27/20,02, © C~pyright 2002 Globe Newspaper Company.) 
Tho~gh far-fetched, the statement is probably all too true. Many legal,
1 
business, financial and personal problems are resolved during a game of 
golf. And although the traditional Rules of Golf govern how the game is 
played, Professor Jack Minan 's Golf Law: The Real Rules of Golf has 
nothing to do with those rules. 
As Minan writes in his preface to the work: 
"Although this book deals with golf and the law, you do nof 
have to be a lawyer or have legal.training to enjoy "Golf 
Law ... " My goal is to entertain and to enlighten the reader. All 
that you need to enjoy this book is a general interest in the game 
of golf and law ... 
The chapters in the book are bas~d on actual legal disputes that 
involve golf in one way or another. Each chapter is based on a 
different set of facts and presents a different legal issue . . As you 
will discover, there are cases dealing with personal injury, 
contracts for cart rentals, damage to property ... hole in one 
contests, endangered species golf course liability, fights with the 
Internal Revenue Service and more. The final chapter will be of 
special interest to any golfer who has hoisted a drink or two 
after finishing a round of golf." Golf Law at 2. 
As an avid golfer and law professor, Minan was the perfect author for . 
this entertaining, interesting, and fun book. Though he cautions the reader 
not to substitute it for legal advice, the situations are chosen so that any-
one who knows about golf can easily put themselves in the players' situa-
tions. 
So while golf may not yet become the chosen procedure for resolving 
international disputes, Minan's Golf Law: The Real Rules of Golf can 
help settle less grandiose - though still important - legal squabbles.· 
C~eck out Professor Minan's Go/flaw: The Real Rules o[ Golf/rom the 
LRC Reading Room at KF 3989 .M56 2000 . . 
.... -·-.... 
MOTIONS is hi.ring the new 
Board for the 2002-2003 
school year. 
If you are interested, 
please email 
motions@sandiego.'edu for 
more information ~ 
_, 
. : 
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Dining in the GASLAMP 
By Two ChickS With A Visa 
The Sob Story 
So I'm at work writing Answers to 
Complaints, preparing endless discovery, and 
putting together trial binders when Girl Friend 
With Large ... Credit Card Debt calls me up and 
says that Adam*, her date for the evening, ditched 
her. "But I got dressed up and made a reservation 
at Azzura Point** in Coronado!" she whines. "I' ll 
. cancel it and you and I can go to dinner instead!" 
She's been my friend for over 15 years and I don't 
want her to be depri;:ssed, and of course I'm never 
one to say no to an even~g of fine food and w~e, 
so sure why not? She picks me up and we head 
down to one of my favorite restaurants of all time, 
Blue Point Coastal Cuisine. 
Blue Point is at the comer of 5th and Market in 
the heart of the Gaslamp. You can't miss it -
it's catty-comer to Buffalo Joes, and has a bright 
yellow and-blue awning in front. It primarily fea-
tures seafood and prime cuts of beef, though lamb, 
duck, and chicken dishes are also available. Blue 
Point has an impressive bar, and includes an oys-
ter bar. 
We walk through the restaurant's doors, push 
our way through the crowd (do NOT get in the 
way of girls when they 're hungry and need wine), 
and are greeted by a smiling host and hostess who 
are standing in front of a massive fish tank. 1,'hey 
tell us that the wait is about an hour and a half, so 
we eagerly put our names down and tum back to 
the streets, heading down 5th Avenue in search of 
a distraction from our rumbling 'stomachs. 
The Point of No Return ... 
We walk down the street and, lo and behold, 
we just happen to stumble upon Ghirardelli Soda 
Fountain & Chocolate Shop, located at 643 5th 
Ave., about one block away from Blue Point. We 
go into the little shop area (of course just to look 
around), and are immediately asked if we'd like a 
sample of their chocolate covered caramel 
squares. Like you even need to ask! It all·went 
downhill from there. We couldn't help it, we were 
drawn to the scent of ice cream and chocolate and 
just had to ask ourselves this extremely important 
question: "Should we have dessert first?" 
Hmmm ... let me think about that one ... 
Before we know it, we're being dragged to the 
counter by some unknown magnetic pull and are 
forced to order ice cream. My friend had two 
scoops of a new chocolate chip cookie dough fla-
vor, and I had a scoop of butter pecan ice cream . 
with caramel sauce, whipped cream and a cherry 
on top. The whole thing came out to about $I 0, 
and they were worth every delicious sweet mouth-
ful. If you've never been to Ghirardelli's, defi-
nitely check it out. Founded in San Francisco way 
back in 1852; it maintains the look and feel of an 
old-fashioned ice cream parlor. It's the perfect 
place to go with friends, on a date, even with your 
grandpa. He'll love it, I promise. Try their world 
famous hot fudge sundae, the Cable Car or 
Alcatraz ice cream sundae, or even the Golden . 
Gate Banana Split. They' ll probably run you 
about $5-$7, but every bite will convince you that 
you made a sound, or at least sinfully delicious, 
investment. 
Blue Point Bar Review 
After we devour our ice cream, we head back 
to Blue Point. The beautiful people in front of the 
beautiful fish tank tell us that we need to wait just 
a little bit longer, so we head over to beautiful bar. 
This bar is gorgeous! It's dark wood, lined with 
mirrors, and has shelves and shelves of practically 
everything you could imagine that comes in a bot-
tle. Blue Point has eight house martinis. Try the 
Lemon Drop ($9) or the Cosmopolitan ($9) or 
their Black Martini ($11). Or, if you don't like 
those, then the bartenders can make you whatever 
your liver desires. Just know that they' ll be deli-
cious . . . and strong! Keep in mind though that 
there isn' t much seating available around, the bar 
area. But you never know, you might luck out 
like we did! Don't be discouraged if you walk in 
and see the crowded bar. Push your way through, 
grab a drink and enjoy. Remember - standing 
leads to mingling and mingling leads to meeting 
people and meeting people leads to phone num~ 
bers and phone numbers can lead to .... but I 
digress. 
This evening, however, we chose not to par-
take in the martinis. Rath~r, we chose to enjoy a 
fine wine selection instead. Blue Point has an 
extensive. wine list, including a. wide selection 
under the heading of "Proprietor's Reserve," a 
term that generally speaks to wines that are m·uch 
harder to find. This list is where you' ll see the 
more expensive wines offered, such as the 1985 
Silver Oak "Bonny's Vineyard" Cabernet 
Sauvignon ($450) or the 1997 Opus One ($297). 
But rest ?Ssured that the majority of Blue Point's 
wine list offers bottles of wine that even those 
who aren' t on Hollywood's A-List can afford! 
Almost as soon as we sat down, Dave, a gorgeous 
man in a bright blue shirt, brought us the wine list 
in taste. It features fruit flavors, such as apple and 
pear, and also can-ies with it the flavor of toasted 
oak and just the slightest hint of vanilla. It's a 
beautiful wine, but so light that it may not be for 
those who prefer a more crisp, more intense 
Chardonnay. However, it's delicious nonetheless. 
If a whole bottle isn't your style, or no one 
wants to share, then about 30 different types of 
wines are available by the glass. DON'T BE 
INTIMIDATED BY THE WINE LIST! AND 
DON'T BEEMBARASSED TO ASK YOUR 
SERVER FOR RECOMME:NDATIONS! Too 
many people choose not to enjoy wines ,sirnply 
because they don' t know how to pick one out of 
an extensive list. You don't need to worry about 
that here - the people who work at Blue Point 
are incredibly knowledgeable about their wines. 
We had the opportunity to meet Dave (the cute 
guy) and Kent, who happens to be the wine buyer 
for Blue Point (he's cute.too). Both were very 
helpful and such nice· people to talk to. Just say 
what flavors you like and. ask for a recommenda-
tion. They' ll help you out in a heartbeat! 
The Atmosphere · 
After sitting in the bar for just a few minutes, our 
table was ready. We were led to a booth that faced 
windows looking out onto Market Street. This 
booth was interesting. Its back is very high, at 
least a foot and a half above our heads, so you 
can't see over the back of it. It enables a fee ling 
·of privacy in the midst of th.e hustle and bustle of 
a busy restaurant. With the restaurant 's dimmed 
lighting and beautiful decor, it's quite an intimate 
setting. Wonderful for a date, but also perfect for 
business meetings and for friends meeting to talk.' 
This is a busy and popular restaurant, you don't 
get a quiet environment here. These booths, how-
ever, ensure that you will never feel like you ~an't 
be heard or.that you're completely exposed to the 
whole room. 
> 
*Name has been changed to protect the schmuck· 
who canceled his date lJ!ilh my friend (I don't _ 
want to name names, but you may have seen him 
at Bar Review at Martini Ranch last semester) 
His reason was something like, "Oh, well, I have 
to fix: my car because I'm flying to Vegas tomor-
row. " Yeah. That makes sense. 
and helped us pick out a beautiful wine, a 1999 **To be reviewed at a later date. If one of us ever 
Les Pierres Chardonnay from Sonoma Valley · gets there. 





Finally. The food. Oh my, the food. As appetizers, 
we shared two of Blue Point's specialties, their lob-
ster bisque ($10.50) and sashimi of fresh ahi tuna 
($11.50). This lobster bisque is without a doubt the 
best lobster known to (wo)man. It's made with fresh 
Live Maine Lobster (chunks of this fresh lobster in 
. the bisque), port· instead of sherry, and rosemary! A 
definite must-try, it's creamy, but not clog-your-arter-
ies-creamy. The sashimi was also excellent. The 
plate has slices.of the ahi tl.Ula, ginger, seaweed salad 
sprinkled with sesame seeds, edamame, wasabi and 
soy sauce. Grab your chopsticks, pick up a piece of 
the ahi, add some of the seaweed salad, and swish the 
whole thing around in the soy sauce. Oh my. Oh my, 
oh my, oh my. If you like sushi you'll like this. Even 
if you don't like sushi,. be adventurous and try it any-
way. The ahi neither tastes nor smells fishy, but it is 
raw! It's soooo good though ... and light! For those of 
us who are counting those dam calories and grams of 
fat, this is a nice healthy appetizer. 
The Main Course 
And since I am count~g those dam calories and 
grams of fat, and sfuce I have to somehow make it 
through my step class the next day, I also chose to go 
with an entree that may have a few, but just a few, 
less calories than the others, the Grilled Ahi ($24.50). 
It was seared medium-rare, lightly cooked on the out-
side and still pinkish in the middle. This crune with a 
bed of basmati rice, garnished with a touch of bell 
pepper, wild mushrooms, baby carrots and green 
beans, all over a ginger soy emulsion, coconut milk 
mixed in with the sauce. Oh well, ~ere goes the 41 
calorie counting. (Wait, that probably went out the 
MOTION& 
door when we got to Ghirardelli's ... ) Anyway, it was 
fabulous! The sauce gave so much ~avor to the ahi 
and the rice, the ahi itself deliciously tender, and the 
entree as a whole paired so well with the wine. 
Not to be outdone, my friend dined on the Pan-
Seared Dayboat Scallops ($28). These scallops were 
huge, at least an inch and a half in diameter! They 
came over a caramelized shallot herb sauce and wild 
mushrooms. Accompanying the scallops were his-
cious goat cheese and portabello mushroom raviolis, 
especially made for Blue Point! 
More Just Desserts: .. 
Wow. Look at all that food. After all that, we 
must have coffee. No room for dessert, right? We 
had to make room, however, because when we had 
ordered our entrees we also pre-ordered a souf-
fle($ l 0.50). It was fluffy, with powdered sugar sprin-
kled on top. Arrd it came with both white chocolate 
and dark chocolate! Jorge came out with the souffle 
and slowly began pguring the white chocolate in the 
middle. He did it in a slow, tantalizing manner, taunt-
ing us with every move of the hand. Then he 
switched to the dark chocolate, letting it drip down 
the middle, watching us eye it with both anticipation 
and angst, finishing with swirling a cute little dark 
chocolate butterfly over the top. Finally, he left us to 
the spoons. . 
It's warin. It's light. It's' has chocolate. Survey 
says? Two Chicks With A Visa say this is definitely 
worth a try. It's not shockingly sweet, nor is it over-
powering in taste, and it goes great with coffee. 
Guys, impress your date by telling your server that 
.you'd like to 'pre-ordera souffle when you're ordering 
your entrees. Ever see The Thomas Crown Affair? 
March 200'2 
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Blue Point Coastal is one of the most popular 
restaurants in the Gaslamp, and for definite good rea-
son. The food is spectacular, the drinks are strong, 
and the wine list is impres&ive. On top of that, the 
people who work there are fantastic. They're friend-
ly, helpful, hot ... what more do you need? Blue Point 
is _one of the trendier restaurants downtown - every-
thing from the high-backed booths, to the colorful 
martinis, to the outdoor tables, to the cobalt blue 
water goblets ... definitely trendy. Modem. Popular. 
Delicious. Worth the money and the wait. 
Not a pretentious restatirant, you can go there 
wearing jeans and a sweater and you won't be out of 
place. Likewise, you can wear a suit and you' II fit 
right in. An all-encompassing restaurant, it's not just 
romantic or just casual, it's everything and anything 
you want it to be. We spent three hours ·there talking 
and eating and laughing and making friends with ·all 
the cool people who work there. So go visit. You 
don't have to spend a lot of.money to have a good 
time there. (Just because our bill was $ l 55t doesn't 
mean yours has to be.) Go have a drink and maybe 
grab an appetizer too, and say hi to John and Kent 
and Barbara because they're wonderful people who . 
work in a wonderful restaurant that deserves a chance 
to gain your patronage. 
t Not fo worry, Two Chicks With A..Jfisa really do use 
credit cards. No SBA funds were harmed in the mak-
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More TWISTS OA TERMS BY TIM 
Can we be serious for a minute? All through law school, I have been wondering to myself, where did all these legal tenns co~e from? Well, I finally found 
out. I did a little research and came up with some amazing data. What professors h11ve purported tO be "legal tenns" are, in fact, just traditional words hidden 
behind a fa~ade legalese. So, for your benefit, I have decided to reveal to you some of the traditional tenns accompanied by their literal definitions. ENJOY! 
Unconscionability: The act, by the USD powers-that-be, of raising book-store prices· and tuition at every opportunity! . 
' 
Obstruction of Justice: Coming to the defense of the class know-it-all as he or she is being grilled by the Professor. · 
Minimum contacts: Tenn used by the husbands, wives and partners of first year law students to describe their sexual and emotional relationships once law 
school commences, 
Immunity: Something.I hope applies to me after thi.,s smart-ass commentary is published. 
Illicit cohabitation: Relationship resulting from long hours with same "study" partner. See also Tim's Guide to the Perfect Study Partner (Motions December 
2001). . . 
Life Estate: Estate that Financial Aid Office retains in student until every penny of loan, including interest, is paid back. 
Discharge oflndebtedness: New b'ill I am running through the SBA which requires all student debt to be cancelled if a job is not forthcoming within 3 months 
of graduation. 
Intestacy Statute: Designed by the loan institutions, it is a method by which they calculate from which relatives they will first seek ~o obtain loan payments 
once student has defaulted. 
Content-Based Restrictions: Restrictions. that will be placed on MOTIONS if they publish any more diatribes pertaining to Career Services. 
Overbreadth: The attempt by certain students to gain the advantage on other students by reading, reviewing, and compiling all documentation written on a 
particular subject. · 
"Low" Value Speech: Anything froni the mouth of George W. Bush. 
Venue: Location of Bar Revie"1 on any given night. .. 
Discovery: Process by which third:year students slowly come to grips with the fact that they learned nothing in the last three years and now they owe IOOK. 
Exclusionary Rule: Tactic used by Professors, whereby my exams are excluded from the curve so that it is not pulled too far down! 
Disclaimer: These are not meant to offend anyone. If you have any questions or comments, please e-mail me at tstuart@acusd.edu. 
THANKS, 
TIMOTHY M. STUART, Contributing Editor 
Alcoholism takes t()ll on thinking ability 
The book Alcoholics Anonymous describes on~ 
alcoholic who believed that he c;:ould drink w)liskey 
safely ifhe mixed it with milk. This is insanity, notes 
the author: "How can such a lack of proportion, of 
the ability to think straight, be called anything else?" 
That statement presaged a wJtole body of scientif-
ic research - including the·latest studies ofakohol's 
toll on the brain and the ability to think clearly. 
Much of this research is described in a report pub-
lished in 200 I by the National lnstitut~ on Alcohol 
Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA). 
According to the report, chronic alcoholism typi-
cally leads to brain damage. Over the long term, 
heavy drinking literally shrinks the brain and changes 
brain-cell activity. · 
The result is damage to two crucial mental capac-
ities. One is the ability to register and remember the 
location of objects in space. This abi lity is central to 
the t~sks of daily life ~ everything from illterpreting 
diagrams to driving a car. 
. Second is "higher cognitive functioning" - the 
ability to think abstractly, organize, plan, and moni-
~ 







The link between quantity of.drinking and loss of 
thinking ability remains unclear. Some researchers 
say that thinking ability decl ines in direct relatiGn-
ship to the severity and length of alcoholism. Others 
conclude that thinking defi cits occur only in people 
who have been alcoholic for at least I 0 years. 
Even mild or moderate drinking can impair think-
ing ability over the long term, however. In one study, 
light-to-moderate drinkers showed the same thinking 
deficits found in detoxified alcoh0Jics. 
says Marlene Oscar Berman, faculty member at 
Boston University's School of Medicine and coau-
thor of the study. Even so, Berman notes that recov-
ering alcoholics start to regain some thinking ability 
during the first two months of abstinence. 
These gains may result from the brain's ability to 
actually r~wire itself: According to the NIAAA 
report, "brain systems in alcoholics can be function-
ally reorganized so that tasks formerly performed by 
alcohol-damaged brain systems are shunted to alter-
native brain systems." 
This is a key finding for alcoholics and alcohol 
abuse.rs who are still in adolescence. If the brain can 
generate new nerve pathways to take over the tasks 
carried out by damaged pathways, then teenagers 
with a history of drinking don' t bave to face a life-
time of learning disabil ities. 
. tor the results of actions. For example, alcoholics 
who have achieved abstinence after treatment may 
have rio problems filing office documents. When 
asked to create·a new filing system, however, these 
people may fail. 
Complicating the picture are risk factors that. may 
combine with drinking to damage the alcoholic's 
. thinking ability. These include malnutrition, liver 
damage, gender, the age at which drinking begins, 
and a family history of alcoholism. 
Research also points to the benefits of abstinence 
- including the brain's ability to reverse damage and 
restore thinking capacities. 
To learn more about this topic, see Alcohol Alert 
No. 53: "Cognitive Impairment and Recovery From 
Alcoholism." Copies of this report are available free 
from the· National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and 
Alcoholism Publications Distribution Center, P.O. 
Box I 0686, Rockville, MD 20849-0686. You can 
also find this report at www.niaaa.nih.gov. 
,,, 
Alive & Free is a chemical health column provided 
by' Haze/den, a nonprofit agency based in Center · 
City, Minn. , that offers a wide range of information 
and services relating to addiction and recovery. For 
more resources on substt;ince abuse, call Haze/den at 
1-800-257-7800 or 'check its Web siie at 
www. haze/den. or~. 
One of the most dramatic examples of an alcoho!-
induced thinking deficit is Wemicke-Korsakoff syn-
drome, a severe loss of short-term memory that 
affects some of the heaviest drinkers. People with 
this condition cannot remember new information for 
more than a few seconds. Someone who developed 
Wemic~-Korsakoffsyndrome in the early 1960s, for 
example, might believe that John Kennedy is still 
This reversal takes time. One study examined 
recovery of thinking ability in alcoholics who 
abstair)ed for periods ranging from 4 months to 22 
years. "The behavioral evidence suggests that recov-
ery is slow, and at least four years of abstinence 
seems to be necessary· for most functions to recover," 
~ 
